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2014 Featherlite Prevost X3-45 VIP  
Single Slide Executive Coach #5443 

 

 
 

The X3-45 VIP’s black and polished silver exterior has a clean, sophisticated look.  
Patio side awnings with a full exterior lighting package lighting and an outdoor 

entertainment center make this coach equally at home hosting a tailgate party with 
friends as whisking VIP’s to their destination in comfort and style.    

 
The coach features Prevost’s latest safety features, including ABS brakes and the 
revolutionary Prevost Electronic Stability Program to provide an extra measure of 

handling and safety confidence. 
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The spacious front salon area benefits from a sofa-depth expanding slide room, which 
significantly opens the space up while the coach is stationary. The salon features ample 

seating with (3) leather recliners and a large leather sofa.  
 

For peace of mind, the coach is also equipped with a HeartStart defibrillator.   
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Technology is integrated throughout this coach.  
 

All of the ceiling and accent lights are the latest, yacht quality LED units, and the multiplex 
control system allows the user to control lights, window shades, sofa movement, doors, 

fans, privacy glass and more from elegant switch panels throughout the coach.  
 

For ultimate in mobile Internet connectivity, this coach features the MAX mobile router. 
With the ability to combine a variety of wireless services, the MAX gives you maximum 
reliability through automatic link failover and scalability with multi-WAN load balancing 

and SpeedFusion bandwidth bonding. The MAX brings wireline reliability to environments 
where no other solution can. 

http://www.peplink.com/technology/speedfusion/
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Between the comfortable leather recliners in the salon are convenient modules with 
cupholders, light switching, and flip-up desks.  
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The coach has (10) LED Flat Screens, so that everyone is sure to have a view of the action. 
There are independent surround sound AV systems between the front salon and rear 

conference areas of the coach, to allow separate presentations and viewing options. The 
coach AV system features the latest Yamaha surround sound systems, Blu-ray, HD 

DirecTV, Apple AirPlay, and AppleTV. AV systems controls are handled via iPad interface 
or multi-function touch screen remotes.  
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The galley area is well equipped, with a microwave, (3) undercounter stainless steel 
refrigerator drawers, a large sink, lots of cabinet storage, and plenty of counter space. 

For entertaining guests, there is a dedicated push-button beverage system to effortlessly 
pour your favorite cocktail. There is even a trash chute to a large receptacle in the 

underbay of the coach, so that you never need to carry wet garbage bags full of cans and 
bottles out though the interior of the coach. 
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The comfortable leather dinette offers seating for four, and storage underneath. There 
are LED Flat Screen TV’s strategically located throughout the coach for good viewing, 

wherever you sit. 
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The expansive galley area countertop is perfect for entertaining guests, with plenty of 
room for buffet style service. 
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The beautiful under-lit brown agate countertop is the focal point of the bathroom. 
And, so that you won’t miss any of the action, there is an LED Flat Screen TV mounted on 

the aft wall of the bathroom. 
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The full size shower features an additional rain shower with integrated LED lighting in the 
ceiling. There are beautiful glass tiles in the shower and a handsome European shower 

handset and valve system. 
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The automated pocket door features privacy glass that frosts with the push of a button. 
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The spacious rear conference area features sofas that electrically extend for sleeping. An 
expanding conference table stows beneath the curbside sofa. 
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The conference room table has fold-out extensions and cupholders. 
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The conference room is a great place to meet, spread out and work, or just play cards. 
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The conference room has its own full AV system with (2) 42” LED Flat Screen TV’s, BluRay 
Player, and full Yamaha Surround Sound system featuring Apple AirPlay connectivity. This 
system is great for doing presentations or watching the big game. A convenient wireless 

printer / scanner unit makes the room business ready. 
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The cockpit and entry way feature fine leather upholstery and striking back-lit stair risers. 


